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요    약

모바일 기기로부터 클라우드 서버로 태스크를 오 로딩하는 방법은 클라우드랫(cloudlet)의 도입으로 인해 향상되었다. 동  오

로딩 알고리즘을 통해 모바일 장비는 수행할 타스크에 한 서버를 선택할 수 있다. 하지만 재의 태스크 분배 방식은 의사결정

에서 요한 VM의 수를 고려하지 않고 있다. 본 논문은 클러스터된 데이터 센터에서 동 인 타스크 분배 방법을 제시한다.  한 
서버에서 자원의 과부하를 방지하기 해 할당된 CPU에 따라 VM을 균형있게 클라우드 서버에 이주시키는 VM이주 기법을 제안한다. 

클라우드 서버의 이주 방법을 향상시키기 해 최  CPU 에서 데이터 센터의 자원 용량도 고려한다. 시뮬 이션 결과, 제시한 

태스크 분배 기법이  반 으로  시스템의  성능을  향상시켰음을 나타내었다. 

☞ 주제어 : 클라우드 컴퓨 , 클라우드렛, 모바일 클라우드 컴퓨 , K-Means 클러스터링

ABSTRACT

Offloading tasks from mobile devices to available cloud servers were improved since the introduction of the cloudlet. With the 

implementation of dynamic offloading algorithms, mobile devices can choose the appropriate server for the set of tasks. However, 

current task distribution approaches do not consider the number of VM, which can be a critical factor in the decision making. This 

paper proposes a dynamic task distribution on clustered data centers. A proportional VM migration approach is also proposed, where 

it migrates virtual machines to the cloud servers proportionally according to their allocated CPU, in order to prevent overloading of 

resources in servers. Moreover, we included the resource capacity of each data center in terms of the maximum CPU in order to 

improve the migration approach in cloud servers. Simulation results show that the proposed mechanism for task distribution greatly 

improves the overall performance of the system.

☞ keyword : Cloud Computing, Cloudlet, Mobile Cloud Computing, K-Means Clustering

1. INTRODUCTION

With the introduction of the cloudlet [1], offloading 

approaches in mobile applications can obtain real-time 

response and results. Providing the devices with one-hop, low 

latency connections, cloudlets can preprocess tasks or offload 

them to other cloud servers through a high-speed internet 
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connection. In [2], Cloudlets can host virtual machines (VMs) 

that can accommodate tasks, but compared to the cloud data 

center, in terms of processing and storage, the cloudlet can 

accommodate lesser tasks. Offloading tasks from the mobile 

devices to the cloud directly poses some problems in terms 

of network latency issues. With the presence of the cloudlet, 

mobile devices can pass these tasks on it, which can do the 

initial process. In the facial recognition process [3], the cloudlet 

can handle the detection of faces, while the job of the cloud 

servers is to do the facial recognition. Cloudlet locations are 

established near users, making it more convenient for them 

to access such services. Choosing the proper data center for 

obtaining the minimal response of the application is one of 

the problems being pursued in the Mobile Cloud Computing 
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area, and this paper tackles that problem.

This paper presents a way to improve the task distribution 

approach in mobile-cloudlet-cloud architecture through data 

center clustering and a VM migration mechanism that prevents 

overloading in data centers. The objectives of the proposed 

architecture are as follows:

･ To implement a clustering method for data centers

･ To provide data centers with a VM migration method, 

that enables it to detect and migrate virtual machines in 

order to decrease the resource consumption.

･ To provide fast response in the task selection by selecting 

available data centers.

The proposed approach for the task distribution determines 

the network throughput of each data center from the cloudlet 

and the number of tasks assigned to the virtual machines. In 

this way, the decision making can prevent tasks from making 

a long queue, as it considers the number of virtual machines 

with a task assigned to it. The VM migration strategy uses 

a proportional allocation method on resource consumption of 

virtual machines. After determining which data centers are 

overloaded with virtual machines, it runs the algorithm of 

selecting virtual machines for the migration process.

2. RELATED WORKS

The MOCHA architecture in [3-5] consists of mobile 

devices, cloudlet and the cloud servers where mobile devices 

are connected to the cloudlet, instead to the cloud directly. 

In [3], the benefits of this architecture were implemented on 

a real-time face recognition system, called Cloud-Vision. The 

face detection is processed in the cloudlet, and each face 

detected was distributed to the cloud servers to compare faces 

in the database. The fixed and greedy approach in task 

distribution was introduced in the MOCHA architecture. The 

fixed approach, which distributes tasks accordingly to the 

servers, and the greedy approach, which distributes tasks to 

the servers with respect to the known response time of servers. 

In [4], the said architecture and approach were implemented 

on battlefield applications. Cloudlets are proposed to be 

deployed in military vehicles, with satellites as the medium 

in order to access servers. In [6], the basis of selecting cloud 

servers is the parameter of the network latency, and sending 

the same task on each cloud server was also implemented.

Allocation of the resources in the cloud is important in 

having a robust system and providing a high quality of service 

to users. With proper management of these resources, cloud 

servers can minimize or sometimes prevent overloading of the 

servers due to improper allocation of said resources. In [7], 

the approach determines servers which are overloaded with 

cloud services assigned and re-assigning these cloud services 

to servers with less load in proportions. Some of the methods 

and approaches were implemented as the virtual machine 

allocation in this paper. In [8], the artificial neural network 

(ANN), was used to predict the resource utilization of virtual 

machines in hosts and determine the overloaded hosts. By 

using the predicted results of virtual machines, the approach 

selects virtual machines that are good candidates for the 

migration process. In [9], the resources allocated to virtual 

machines, RAM, the number of CPU cores, and architecture 

type that will determine the VM migration strategy on physical 

hosts. In [10], virtual machines are allocated to servers 

according to their location. The K-means clustering was used 

in classifying and clustering these VMs before allocating them 

to servers.

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND METHODS

3.1 PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 describes the proposed architecture. Applications 

on mobile devices with offloading decision techniques relay 

the tasks to the cloudlet. The mobile device is connected to 

the cloudlet through a WLAN connection. The cloudlet 

receives tasks from mobile devices then it decides which 

available data centers the tasks should be offloaded. After 

making the decision, it will offload tasks to the assigned data 

centers. The descriptions of each component with their 

respective modules found in the proposed architecture are as 

follows:

A) Mobile Device Layer

･ Intelligent Offloading Decision Maker–a decision 

engine implemented in the application that determines 
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tasks should be offloaded or remotely executed.

B) Cloudlet Layer

･ Offloaded Task Handler – handles the tasks obtained 

from the mobile device.

･ Offloaded Task Executioner – executes the tasks 

assigned to the cloudlet.

･ Dynamic Task Distribution Module – handles the tasks 

that are assigned to the cloud.

(a) Data Center (DC) Clustering Module – module that 

clusters available data centers by their location.

VM Migration Module – this module implements a VM 

allocation to the selected cluster of data centers, where 

the virtual machines are properly allocated in order to 

balance the server’s CPU utilization of all servers in that 

cluster.

(b) Task Assignment Module –after assigning the cluster 

of data centers, the cloudlet’s task assignment module 

will decide on which servers in the clusters are the tasks 

will be assigned to. This will depend on the server’s 

network parameters and the server load.

C) Cloud Layer

･ Cloud Offloaded Task Handler – module that handles 

the tasks obtained from the cloudlet.

･Task-to-VM Assignment Module – module that handles 

the virtual machine that will accommodate the set of 

tasks.

(Figure 1) The proposed system architecture 

3.2 DATA CENTER CLUSTERING

K-means clustering [11] divides similar objects into groups, 

depending on the assigned value of K. In each K there is a 

cluster center or centroid that determines whether the points 

are included in the cluster by measuring the Euclidean distance 

of that point to all K-number of centroids. The cloudlet uses 

K-means clustering in order to divide the available data centers 

into clusters. The procedural steps are:

1. Specify the number of K clusters.

2. According to the value of K, calculate the value of the 

centroids by getting the average value of the points in 

the cluster. During the initialization phase, the centroids 

can be chosen randomly.

3. Proceed to calculate the distance of every point to the 

K centroids. The point will then be assigned to the closest 

cluster.

4. Recalculate the value of the centroid for each cluster.

5. Repeat step 3 until all the centroids do not change.

The values to be assessed during the clustering are the data 

center’s X and Y values plotted in a 2-dimensional space. The 

value of K in determining the number of clusters to be applied 

is by using the Rule of Thumb, while the calculation of 

Euclidean distance is used to determine which points are 

nearest to a cluster. After the clusters have been determined, 

the tasks are evenly distributed to each cluster based on the 

number of clusters.

Figure 2 illustrates each of the clustered data centers, with 

a number of data centers. After the cloudlet clusters all of 

the data centers, it divides the tasks according to the number 

of clusters, then distributes it evenly. The proposed approach 

on VM migration is discussed next. The data centers are 

clustered according to so that the migration overhead in the 

VM allocation and migration strategy will be minimal.

(Figure 2) Data Center clustering method
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3.3 VM MIGRATION STRATEGY

The VM migration strategy proposed in this paper was 

based on [7]. It was discussed that nodes are servers hosting 

the cloud services. Nodes are hosts in data centers, hosting 

virtual machines, and virtual machines that reside within each 

data centers are cloud services. The strategy is to balance the 

number of virtual machines in each data center in order to 

minimize servers with overloading virtual machines.

The idea of using Equations 1 and 2 where it sums up 

the resource utilization of cloud services in one node, and then 

the average resource utilization of all nodes. This threshold 

value determines on how many services with a specific 

resource consumption should be allocated to a node, in order 

to balance all of the nodes services’ resource consumption. 

CPUDC = VMi (1)

CPUmean = DCi (2)

The first thing to do is to determine each VM resource 

consumption/utilization in the each host. Each virtual 

machine’s allocated CPU resource in the data center is summed 

up, in Equation 1. After getting the sum of all the virtual 

machines in each data center, the mean CPU resource 

utilization, in Equation 2, in each data center, this value will 

be used in determining overloaded data centers, and distribute 

virtual machines to less loaded servers. 

Output: DCOList, DCUList 

1. For each dc in Data Center

2.   If CPUDC >CPUmean 

3.     Then add DCOList.add(dc)

4.   Else

5.     If CPUmax - CPUDC > CPUmean

6.     Then DCUList.add(dc)

7.   Else Skip dc

8. End Foreach

(Figure 3) Underutilized and Overutilized CPU 

Detection in Data Center

The algorithm in Figure 3, the mean CPU utilization, 

CPUmean, was used in order to detect whether it is in the 

overload state when the current CPU utilization of the data 

center is greater than the mean value. The difference with this 

approach to the preferred approach is that it considers the 

maximum amount of CPU, CPUmax, which can be allocated 

by a data center. With the current CPU utilization deducted 

from the maximum CPU utilization of the data center, we can 

assume that the data center can accommodate other virtual 

machines. If the CPU utilization, CPUDC, is higher than the 

CPUmean value, it means that it can be a candidate for servers 

that will accept migrated virtual machines in order to lessen 

the load of others. These data centers are added to the 

Datacenter Overloaded list, DCOList. Meanwhile, servers with 

the current free CPU resources that are less than the CPUmean 

will go undergo another process. It will check if a specific 

server is available for accepting migrated virtual machines. 

Based on the value which is the maximum CPU allocated, 

CPUmax, minus the current CPU utilization of the of the data 

center, CPUDC, it will compare it to the threshold value, which 

is the CPUmean. If the result is greater than CPUmean, then 

that data center is available for accepting migrated virtual 

machines. Other servers not satisfying this condition will be 

skipped. 

In Figure 4, the algorithm for virtual machine selection for 

migration is processed to the DCOList, which contains servers 

that have a higher CPU utilization of virtual machines 

compared to the mean value. First, the virtual machines in 

the data center are sorted from lowest to the highest value.

Input: VMcandidateList

1. For each dc in DataCenter

2.   For each vm in VMcandidateList

3.     CPUDC  = CPUDC+ Utilization(vm)

4.     If CPUDC< Urc

5.     Then Allocate (vm to dc)

6.    Else stop

7.   End for each

8. End foreach

(Figure 4) VM Selection in Data Center for 

Migration Process

In each, the value of current utilization of the virtual 

machine, VMu, is deducted from the current CPU utilization 

of the data center. While the value of CPUDC is greater than 
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the CPUmean, the following virtual machine will be added 

to the candidates for migration. If this value is less than the 

mean CPU utilization of all data centers, the VM selection 

stops, then proceeds to the next data center in the DCUList. 

Input: DCOList

Output: VMcandidateList

1. For each dc in DCOList

2.   Sort(vm,VMu)

3.     For each vm in dc

4.       CPUDC = CPUDC - VMu

5.       If CPUDC>CPUmean

6.       Then VMcandidateList.add(vm)

7.       Else stop

8.     End for each

9. End foreach

(Figure 5) Proportional Allocation of VM to Data 

Center

In the algorithm in Figure 5, the chosen virtual machines 

for migration are then decided to which server it will be chosen 

migration, and how many of the candidates can be migrated 

in a single data center. The host on DCUList, or host in which 

their CPU utilization is less than the mean CPU utilization, 

is used in this algorithm. For each step the CPU utilization 

value of virtual machines will be deducted to the current 

utilization of data center. It will continue to add virtual 

machines according to the CPU utilization value until the CPU 

utilization for the data center does not exceed the CPUmean.

3.4 DYNAMIC TASK ASSIGNMENT TO 

CLOUD DATA CENTERS

After allocating the virtual machines to the designated 

servers, the cloudlet will now assign the tasks to the data center 

in the cluster, rather than cloudlets navigating on all of the 

available cloud servers. The server’s parameters are used to 

determine the most efficient distribution of the tasks. The 

conventional approach does not consider the load of the server 

to which task is assigned, in this case, the number of busy 

and available virtual machines. Because of that, we considered 

the server load. But first, each cloud data center must be 

categorized first, by the following parameters:

･ Network Throughput (NT)

 - Round Trip Time to from cloudlet to each data center, 

in seconds + Data transfer rate (File size required in the 

task/ network bandwidth) – KB / Kbps

･ VM Usage

 - VMused / VMmax, if value is equal to 1 then VM usage 

in the server is full, or 100%

･ Server Load

 - Total time of execution of all tasks assigned in server, 

measured in seconds

Input TaskList, ServerList
1. for i = number of Tasks

2. RankLowestHighest(ServerList, NT + SLmean)

3.   if Server VM usage = 1

4.   then Skip/ Proceed to next Available 

5. else

6.   Assign taskI  selected Server

7.    Selected Server addVMused +1

8. end for

(Figure 6) Proportional Allocation of VM to Data 

Center

For the task assignment algorithm, the servers from the 

ServerList are ranked with increasing order according to the 

Network Throughput (NT) + the average server load. The 

ServerList contains the servers located in one cluster. The 

server, obtaining the lowest sum of the two factors is chosen 

to be the appropriate server for the task. As the tasks are 

assigned to a cloud server, the amount of VMs used is counted. 

If the server has all of the VMs assigned to the tasks, it will 

be skipped during the next task assignment. This is to ensure 

that the tasks will not go on a queuing process that is waiting 

for other tasks to finish in the virtual machine before it can 

be processed. If there are remaining tasks and all of the virtual 

machines in the data centers are occupied, then the algorithm 

will allow the remaining tasks to proceed to queue. When there 

are tasks remaining during the distribution and all of the virtual 

machines in the data centers have been assigned, then the 

procedure will start again, using the remaining tasks, and 

enabling them to be assigned properly in data centers where 
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queuing time is present. The flow of the task distribution is 

found in Figure 6.

4. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION 

RESULTS

4.1 SIMULATION SETUP

Data center clustering is first performed on the simulation. 

20 data centers with different hardware specifications and 

locations, given by X and Y coordinates, which are randomly 

created were used in the clustering method. After the clustering 

is done, we selected one data center, which is Cluster 1, in 

order to apply the proposed approach to VM allocation and 

task distribution. The simulation was performed in the 

CloudSim toolkit [12], which is a Java-based framework 

imported on the Eclipse Juno IDE. After the clustering was 

finished, we chose the first cluster, then applied the proposed 

VM allocation/migration and task distribution strategy. Table 

1 shows the data centers included in Cluster 1 during the 

simulation, and this cluster was used in the task distribution 

approach.

(Table 1) 10 out of 20 Data Center with their 

properties

For the VM migration, the simulator environment consists 

of data centers found in Cluster 1, with its parameters (number 

of cores, millions of instruction it can process per second, 

MIPS, for each core, storage, memory, etc.), and 150 virtual 

machines with parameters (1000-2500 mips, 256-2048 Mb.) 

were randomly created.

For the task distribution approach, tasks were created with 

the parameters of task length (in million instructions) from 

1000-2500, and the file input/output sizes were also randomly 

created, from 400-600 in kilobytes. The network parameters 

[13] [14] of each data center are as follows: 100 Mbps 

bandwidth and latency ranging from 0.2 – 10 seconds. 

4.2 EVALUATION RESULTS

To determine whether the VM migration and task 

distribution contribute to the improvement of the Mobile- 

Cloudlet-Cloud architecture, the approach was compared to 

conventional approaches. The results were then compared to 

other approaches to determine its performance in the said 

architecture. To evaluate the efficiency of using the mean of 

the CPU utilization as a threshold, we compared it to the static 

single thresholds, 60%, 70% and 80% respectively.

For the virtual machine migration, the virtual machines were 

randomly allocated to the data centers initially, after that, it 

will compute for the current CPU utilization of each data 

center, and distribute VMs in each data center to balance CPU 

utilization. In Figure 7 shows the number of virtual machines 

reallocated to each data center after the migration. Virtual 

machines on all datacenters using the proposed threshold are 

balanced. Using static thresholds, the most number of virtual 

machines allocated are in data centers 1 and 3, leaving data 

centers 2 and 4 less allocated. This is because data centers 

1 and 3 have the highest CPU resource, therefore the priority 

on allocation is high. But the number of virtual machines does 

not reflect its CPU utilization. 

(Figure 7) Total number of virtual machines 

assigned in each data center

As shown in Figure 8, data Center 4 has the lowest total 

CPU allocated to virtual machines when using static thresholds. 

This is because data center 1 has the highest CPU capacity, 

following data center 3, meaning that most of the virtual 

machines are migrate to these data centers. Using static 

threshold, data centers 2 and 4 are under allocated. However, 
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the CPU allocation using the proposed threshold, data centers 

2 and 4 utilization on CPU are the same with data centers 

1 and 3.

For the task distribution, both Fixed and Greedy were the 

conventional approaches in the simulation, and the results will 

be compared to the proposed approach. Fixed Approach assigns 

an equal amount of tasks for each data center in the cluster, 

while Greedy approach considers the response time of the last 

task assigned to it, then chooses the data center with the least 

response time. Both of these approaches do not consider the 

number of virtual machines that each data center has hosted. 

In this case, this may lead to tasks going to queue more often, 

increasing the time for response to return. In the simulation, 

the number of virtual machines is as follows: Data center 1: 

41; Data center 2: 39; Data center 3: 36; and Datacenter 4: 

34, for a total of 150 virtual machines.

(Figure 8) Total amount of CPU allocated to each 

virtual machine in each data center

Figure 9 shows that in the proposed approach, most of the 

tasks are assigned to the Data Center 1, strictly because it has 

the most virtual machines compared to others. Notice that the 

proposed approach’s effect on Data Center 2, because it holds 

the least virtual machines, the algorithm will assign fewer tasks 

with respect to it, as to prevent tasks from entering queuing 

time.

(Figure 9) Total number of tasks assigned to each 

data center

The Greedy and Fixed methods simply ignore this, it may 

not be seen here, but in Figure 10, we can see that the Greedy 

and Fixed approaches effect on Data Center 2. Both the Greedy 

and Fixed approaches, because both do not consider the number 

of virtual machines in a data center in assigning tasks, most 

of the tasks are not yet processed when they are received by 

a data center. This is because there is no virtual machine to 

accommodate it, leaving the tasks to wait for the first ones 

to arrive at finish first. The approach adjusts to the number 

of virtual machines that are present.

(Figure 10) Total roundtrip time of the tasks 

assigned in each data center.

5. CONCLUSION

The Mobile-Cloudlet-Cloud architecture was introduced to 

improve the performance of applications and services in the 

Mobile Cloud Computing field. In this paper, an improvement 

to the current approach in task distribution on MOCHA 

architecture is presented. In existing approaches, the greedy 

and fixed approaches did not include various limitations found 

in the cloud environment, specifically in data centers. 

Clustering of data centers with respect to their locations was 

implemented to minimize transmission delays between data 

centers. An approach to balancing the virtual machine’s CPU 

utilization in each data center by utilizing an upper threshold 

then selecting virtual machines until the utilization is below 

the threshold proves to be much efficient when compared to 

using static thresholds. In the task distribution results, our 

approach shows a better performance compared to the 

conventional methods, by considering the amount of busy and 

available virtual machines. Future research can improve the 

task distribution on data center clusters by implementing other 

intelligent methods.
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